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Company Profile
Facebook’s mission is to give people the power to share and make 
the world more open and connected. People use Facebook to stay 
connected with friends and family, to discover what’s going on in 
the world, and to share and express what matters to them.

Statistics
Facebook — the world’s largest social network with 1.19 billion 
users — remains the most popular in the US, with 71% of US adults 
using it.1

63% of people accessing it on a daily basis.1

67% of Internet users in the US are on Facebook.2

Age: Facebook still skews young. In the US, 86% of 18 to 29-year-
olds who use the Internet are on it (as of September 2013), but the 
proportion is only 67% across all age brackets. However, the 45 to 
54-year-old age bracket has seen 46% growth since year-end 2012.2 

Income: Among US Internet users, 73% with incomes above $75,000 
are on Facebook.2 

Mobile: Facebook is the most popular social media app on 
smartphones and accounts for 66% of total social media sharing on 
iPhones.2

International: Eighty-six percent of Facebook’s users are outside the 
US And 29% of its users log in from Asian countries.2 

Gender: Facebook skews slightly toward women. But it is more 
gender neutral than Pinterest and Google+.2

Education: Nearly 75% of US Internet users who have had at 
least some education in college use Facebook, according to Pew 
Research.2

Teens (13-17) on Facebook have declined-25.3% over the last 3 
years.3

Over the same period of time, 55+ has exploded with +80.4% growth 
in the last 3 years.3

Of the major metropolitan areas, San Francisco saw the highest 
growth with +148.6%, a stark contrast with Houston which saw 
+23.8% growth.3

So, who is the average Facebook user? According to the research, it’s 
a young, 25 year-old woman, living in a big city, with a college degree 
and a household income of more than $75k a year.4

Facebook is one of the social networks purposefully not built for a 
special niche or a special user base.5

Target Audience
According to Ashley Poland, from Demand Media, “with more than 
1 billion users, as of the date of publication -- the question becomes 
who isn’t in the target market on Facebook.” 6 And considering 
Facebook is “purposefully not built for a special niche or special 
user base.” 5, we created a target audience according to the 
statistics:

Gender neutral 18 to 29 year old person that has 
a degree, or is in pursuit of one.

Analysis Overview
Mission, Statistics, & Target Audience
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Twitter 
140-character micro-blogging updates 
for real-time information. It has a 
minimulistic and streamlined interfacet 
that allows for easy sharing of anything 
from  personal declarations to breaking 
news. 

LinkedIn
Geared for the professional and 
career minded, this network connects 
colleagues with each other, businesses 
with other businesses, businesses with 
past, present, and future employees. 
The interface is rather complex, but 
it accomplishes a lot in ranging from 
showing your resume, to letting you 
share all kinds of material. It’s also 
important to note that the only picture 
you can put on this website is on your 
profile. 

Pinterest
It is one of the first websites in the world 
to effectivily utilize infinite scrolling. The 
interface is basically a online version 
of a wall where you can “pin” and 
share images collectsion for anything 
that interests you. From decorating to 
strategies for marketing a company. 

Analysis Competitive Research
Understanding the Competition
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Heatmap Study
According to EyeTrackShop, “people spend the 
most time looking at the profile picture and the first 
two posts on the page. The profile information at 
the top of the page also ranks high, as does the 
list of friends on the side. As you move past the 
halfway mark of the page, visual attention drops 
significantly. EyeTrackShop also shared a metric 
called fixation order, which is the order in which 
most people looked at areas of interest on the page. 
Interestingly, most people on Facebook started 
by looking at the middle of the page where status 
updates are posted, then went to the left panel 
where friends are listed.”7

Analysis Secondary Research & Interface
Collected synthesis of existing research
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Presentation
Problem, the system has the tools, it’s very cluttered compared to 
its competitors and the user just focuses on two main buttons, 
being home and profile. Most everything else is ignored. “People use 
Facebook to stay connected with friends and family, to discover what’s 
going on in the world, and to share and express what matters to them.” 
But with the presentation of the site, people seem to just use it to 
connect and message family and friends, and less with whats going on.

Perception
Not problem, users can understand what the interface is allowing them 
to do, like posting a comment or looking at photos. 

Interpretation
Not the problem, the user can understand and interpret how to navigate 
the interface. 

Evaluation
Not the problem, the user can relate the system information to their 
interpretation of the interface. However, users are so used to the top 
bar and system state, that they don’t know or expect more efficient 
layout and structure.

Goal
Not the Problem, accomplishing the basic goals can be done. But it’s 
not as aesthetically pleasing.  

Intention
Not the problem, a user can easily share, make comments, and 
discover information.

Specify Sequence
Not the problem, the user can easily click on links and use the top 
navigation menu to accomplishing tasks. But are their tasks users wish 
there where there but don’t know because they used it so long? 

Execute Sequence
Minor problem, the user can input information and content, but it’s has 
variations and abilities to your allowance of input on each page. Not 
very fluid.

EXECUTION

EVALUATION

Design Interaction Framework
“The summation of the input and output channels between the user and the 
interface” - James Helfrich
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-2 -1 0 1 2 Weight Score

Efficiency less productive below average comparable better than most most productive 0.3 -1

Learnability
user will remain a 
novice

few will do better 
than intermediate

most will achieve 
intermediate

some will be 
expert

almost certain to 
be an expert 0 1

Familiarity
previous 
experience will 
handicap

previous 
experience will 
mislead

novel
works like other 
designs indistinguishable 0 1

Simplicity
exceeds capacity 
to understand understandable

will be able to 
internalize

m.m. smaller than 
most

smallest and 
simplest known 
mm

0.2 -1

Mapping
discourages from 
forming valid m.m.

suggests invalid 
m.m.

does not 
encourage any 
specific m.m.

encourages a 
valid m.m.

highly likely will 
form a valid m.m. 0.1 1

Motivation
distaste, irritation, 
annoyance

prefer not to use 
the interface

no emotional 
response likely to appeal

satisfaction, 
pleasure, ect 0.2 0.75

Trust
nervous, 
distrustful hesitant

system is 
predictable

relaxed and 
stress-free

convinced they 
have complete 
control

0 0.5

Visibility cannot be found
significant 
searching can be found convenient

most convenient 
known format 0.2 0

1 -0.25

Priority 1
The biggest priority is Efficiency in the interaction and readability of content. 

Priority 2
Simplicity, Motivation, and Visibility are the elements involved as a 
secondary priority.

Priority 3
The last priority is the Mapping of Facebook’s mental model. 

Design Variables of Usability
8 variables used to analyze and approach the Interaction Framework

Efficiency The amount of effort or time required to 
perform a task.
-1 — It is easy the scroll through and look at news and profile 
page, but compared to others, it’s not better. 

Learnability The path to becoming proficient.
1 — Some will be experts.

Familiarity The degree in which the interface resembles 
something with which the user has used before.
1 — Works like other design, and most users “grew up” with 
the design.

Simplicity The amount the user needs to know to 
master the system.
-1 — Understandable with the navigation bar, but side menus 
aren’t internalized well.

Mapping Clues within the design encouraging the user to 
form a consistent mental model of the system.
1 — encourages a valid mental model, but isn’t consistent.

Motivation Does the user want to use the system.
.75 — system is likely to appeal, but doesn’t provide too 
much of that emotional response.

Trust The amount of confidence the user has when using 
the system.
.5 — system is predictable and mostly relaxed. 

Visibility The degree in which the functionality and the 
data of the system is available to the user when he needs it.
0 — can be found, but not fluid or consistent.
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Tasks

Log In

Write a post

Observer the news feed

Comment on one feed

Tell us what you like about it the user interface

Tell us what you don’t like about the user interface

Tell us what you want to see changed

Log out

Note 
The desktop monitoring study was integrated 

into the user interview for time efficiency. Also note 
that the participants didn’t have a problem with 
accomplishing the set tasks. However, once we got 
to the interview part of the user test, they had a lot 
to say.

Design System Usability Test
Evalutating the current system state
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Participant 1
Positives

Likes the notification for messages.

Negatives
Hates apps.
Hates the games.
“OK” middle column.

Suggestions
If in a group would like to just see a little drop 
down of what they are doing instead of seeing 
so many posts.
Posts be chucked with that person or group 
instead of spread out in timeline.
SMART FILTERING.
Minimalistic/Streamlined.
Wants to see a bigger picture focus.

Observations
ON newsfeed, she just looks at faces she 
knows, skips anything thats news.
Ignores the ads.
Only focuses on the top menu bar for 
navigating.
Just likes to look at what other people are 
saying.
More about messages, not sharing.
Never noticed the groups.
Scrolls a minute or two and usually done.
Doesn’t like the chat window on right, but likes 
the convince of clicking and able to talk.
Instagram is her favorite for sharing.
Always ignores everything on the left. 
More about mixing messaging and social 
instead of just social.
Short jabs of pictures are what attracts her.
Uses tabs on top the most.

Key Takeaways
Participant 1 doesn’t like the timeline method of 
viewing posts and would rather see it chunked 
via persons/groups, because she doesn’t like 
seeing many posts from one individual, group, 
or followed page. She uses the top menu 
almost exclusively to navigate the side. Also 
she doesn’t like the right ChatList window and 

usually ignores all the content on the left region 
of the website. Pictures are what grabs her 
attention when scrolling through the Newsfeed.

Participant 2
Positives

Easy to scroll through and see everything.
See all what your friends are doing.

Negatives
She skips the “Recents” window that is 
available.
Ignores all ads in the right column.
Doesn’t like “Suggested Post”.
Skips of posts put by companies or anything 
that looks stock.

Suggestions
Doesn’t feel that “Top Stories” is necessary, 
because she just wants to look at “Most 
Recent”.
Less Clutter = Less Frustration!
Likes have having the navigation bar with home 
and her page buttons.

Observations
Usually just scrolls through and looks at 
pictures and names closest to her.
Mainly looks at pictures, then name, and if they 
know them and know they put good content 
and will read paragraph if one is there, but if 
they know they whine, she automatically skips.
When looking for the groups or pages she is in, 
instead of using the left sidebar, she uses the 
search function at the top.
Logs out traditional way of moving mouse to 
bottom of “Menu Items List”, even though its 
not there. 
Random things from people she doesn’t really 
know she scrolls through and skips.

Key Takeaways
Participant 2 likes the purpose of Facebook, in 
the aspect keeping in contact with her friends, 
but doesn’t like seeing the “Suggested Posts” 
or seeing updates from anything other than 
her friends. She likes the navigation bar and 
finds it very useful. Also she usually just looks 

at pictures as she is scrolling through the 
Newsfeed, and if it catches her eye, she will 
read the rest of the content that is with it.

Participant 3
Positives

Likes “Trending” window on the right.
Also likes the panel right above that with the 
“things that are going on with the week, like the 
birthdays and parties and stuff”.
Loves the tool/search bar.
Reiterating he likes the EVENTS window on the 
right.
Likes the ability to hide posts of people that are 
too negative, but doesn’t now how to do it on 
this current layout.

Negatives
Most of what he sees is no sense like drama, he 
skips most, unless its someone close.
Doesn’t like the ads, but doesn’t mind them on 
the far right because they are off to the side and 
isn’t not like your going to accidentally click on 
them.
Pain in the butt when you look at something 
that is real, but then realize its a ad when you 
are on the newsfeed.

Suggestions
Likes timeline and ability to tag other people 
and see what they are talking about, but 
most of the time you have to stumble upon 
it, so would like an easier way to follow 
conversations. 

Observations
Notices that depending on browser you use, its 
set up a little differently, for example he doesn’t 
have the side chat bar window.
Main things he does on Facebook is to see 
what everyone is up to.
Usually looks a pictures first, and then their little 
post to see what they say, or to see where they 
are at, their location.
Facebook is the mainly social medium he uses.
Uses it to message people as well.
Doesn’t look at the left-sidebar.

Key Takeaways
Participant 3 likes to be informed, therefore he 
likes how he can see what is trending with the 
“Trending” container, things that are happening 
around him with the “Events” container, and 
seeing people birthdays. He doesn’t like 
seeing drama, nor posts that seem like they 
are from his friends, but end up be posts by 
companies. He likes the timeline, but feels as 
if he has to stumble upon posts to find certain 
conversations. He also looks at pictures first, 
and then the content, but ignores everything on 
the most left side of the webpage.  

Participant 4
Positives

Likes names on top and how everything is 
centered, as in columns.
Likes search bar and how everything is up 
there because of the easy access; name, home, 
friends sending messages, notifications.
Likes COVER PHOTO.

Negatives
Get rid of game requests completely.

Suggestions
Wants the ads to be panned off more to the 
side.
Wouldn’t mind a structure where it’s broken up 
into thicker columns with one section being 
companies, and the other being people.
Wants to see them get rid of groups and apps 
she doesn’t care for and stop getting their 
notifications.

Observations
For people she doesn’t really care for she looks 
at pictures, but if its someone she cares about 
she reads the other content as well.
Skips over all posts about companies she 
follows.
Mainly looks at photos, not sentences, unless 
picture draws her attention enough to make her 
read it
roughly 40% of the time she will read what the 
person has to say within a photo.
Only uses left-sidebar to get to her photography 

Design User Interviews
One-on-one interviews with active facebook users
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page.
Looks at EVENTS window a lot, while looking at 
the TRENDING every so often, and everything 
below that she automatically skips.
On the left column she skips everything below 
PAGES.
Thinks that the extended information about 
herself, like movies, books, sports, are useless 
because no one really looks at that.
Thinks its easy to post photos and give status 
updates.
Uses STATUS, PHOTO, PLACE, but never uses 
LIFE EVENT.
Gets how to log out.

Key Takeaways
Participant 4 likes the search bar, and the 
roughly centered design. She wants the ads to 
be panned off more to the side and wants the 
ability to get rid of all the content on the left, 
except for the one group she is in. She usually 
goes through pictures on the timeline, then if it’s 
interesting, she will read what that person has 
to say. She looks at the “Events” panel regularly, 
but everything below the “Trending” panel is 
skipped. 

Participant 5
Positives

Likes how it’s almost center and not much is 
going on on the sides, as you scroll down.
Likes how there are easy accessible links.
Likes written content before the photos.
Likes the EVENTS window and the font of 
Facebook. 
Likes the search bar at the top because it is 
convenient.
Likes the groups on the side but not a fan of the 
apps.

Negatives
She doesn’t like the CHAT LIST window on the 
right. When she needs to talk to someone, she 
uses the top bar INBOX.
Doesn’t like the RECENTS window because it’s 
already in the NEWSFEED.
Doesn’t like the suggest ads and groups and 
stuff.

Suggestions
By eliminating that chat lists window, you can 
place the ads right there, while keeping the rest 
of the content slightly on the left.
Would make log out the very bottom button in 
the drop down menu item list.

Observations
She uses the groups a lot to see what her family 
is doing.
Thinks they have done it the best way you can 
with the ads because they are out of the way.
If you’re going to contact someone you’re going 
to contact them, who care about know who is 
online in the chat.
Usually just looks through her feed when using 
Facebook.
If there is not a picture, she is unlikely to read 
content.

Takeaways
Participant 5 uses groups a lot, but doesn’t 
like seeing the apps right below it. She also 
doesn’t like the ChatList panel on the right, 
because when she need to talk to someone 
she just uses the Menu Bars Inbox button. The 
participant doesn’t like the “Recents” panel 
either because that information will already be 
in her “Newsfeed”. Doesn’t like the ads, but as 
for the ads being out of the way, she thinks it’s 
the best placement. Also if there is no picture, 
she is unlikely to read content. 

Participant 6
Positives

Likes how it indicates birthdays in RECENTS 
window.
Likes paragraph before picture.
Likes the CHAT sidebar.

Negatives
Doesn’t like the extra step in getting to 
messages, because you have to click on 
messages icon then click see all to go to 
messages. She doesn’t that when she clicks on 
a name a popup chat window shows up instead 
of going directly to messages. 
Doesn’t like indicators that show if you read a 

message or not.
Doesn’t like how profile picture has to be square 
because it cuts off pieces of the photo, but it 
works if it’s a thumbnail on your NEWSFEED.
She thinks there is too much in the left column.
Doesn’t like the INSTANT UPDATES window.

Suggestions
Ads are lame, but thinks a good idea would 
be to spread them out, because people 
continuously scroll down.
Wishes that when you click on the photos area 
in your profile page it would go to a albums 
page instead of photos you tagged in.

Observations
She is used to operating Facebook on her 
phone, so when she wants to like a picture after 
she clicks on it, she went to the bottom left 
instead of going to top right.
Never noticed the TRENDING window.
She thinks the PEOPLE YOU KNOW looks like a 
little ad when seen from the corner of you eye, 
and so she misses it. 
Skips over company updates.

Key Takeaways
Participant 6 likes the birthday “Events” panel, 
ChatList sidebar, and content before a picture. 
However she doesn’t’ like the extra step in 
getting to the messages area of the webpage, 
nor does she like having the popup panel for 
the messages, and would rather just go directly 
to messages like a email would function. She 
doesn’t like the content on the very left, as well 
as the “Recents” panel.

Design User Interviews
One-on-one interviews with active facebook users
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Design Card Sorting
Understanding how users organize facebook’s content
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Participant 1 
Doesn’t like the timeline method of viewing posts and would rather 

see it chunked via persons/groups, because she doesn’t like seeing 
many posts from one individual, group, or followed page. She uses 
the top navigation bar almost exclusively to navigate the site. Also 
she doesn’t like the right ChatList window and usually ignores all the 
content on the left region of the website. Pictures are what grabs her 
attention when scrolling through the Newsfeed.

Participant 2
Likes the purpose of Facebook, in the aspect keeping in contact 

with her friends, but doesn’t like seeing the “Suggested Posts” or 
seeing updates from anything other than her friends. She likes the 
navigation bar and finds it very useful. Also she usually just looks at 
pictures as she is scrolling through the Newsfeed, and if it catches 
her eye, she will read the rest of the content that is with it.

Participant 3
Likes to be informed, therefore he likes how he can see what is 

trending with the “Trending” container, things that are happening 
around him with the “Events” container, and seeing people birthdays. 
He doesn’t like seeing drama, nor posts that seem like they are 
from his friends, but end up be posts by companies. He likes the 
timeline, but feels as if he has to stumble upon posts to find certain 
conversations. He also looks at pictures first, and then the content, 
but ignores everything on the most left side of the webpage.

Participant 4 
Likes the search bar, and the roughly centered design. She wants 

the ads to be panned off more to the side and wants the ability to 
get rid of all the content on the left, except for the one group she 
is in. She usually goes through pictures on the timeline, then if it’s 
interesting, she will read what that person has to say. She looks at 
the “Events” panel regularly, but everything below the “Trending” 
panel is skipped.

Participant 5 
Uses groups a lot, but doesn’t like seeing the apps right below 

it. She also doesn’t like the ChatList panel on the right, because 
when she need to talk to someone she just uses the Menu Bars 
Inbox button. The participant doesn’t like the “Recents” panel either 
because that information will already be in her “Newsfeed”. Doesn’t 
like the ads, but as for the ads being out of the way, she thinks it’s 
the best placement. Also if there is no picture, she is unlikely to read 
content.

Participant 6 
Likes the birthday “Events” panel, ChatList sidebar, and content 

before a picture. However she doesn’t’ like the extra step in getting 
to the messages area of the webpage, nor does she like having the 
popup panel for the messages, and would rather just go directly to 
messages like a email would function. She doesn’t like the content 
on the very left, nor the “Recents” panel.

Design User Interviews - Conclusion
One-on-one interviews with active facebook users
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Characteristics
Student — pursing bachelor’s degree
Technology Attitude — likes using the internet
Technology Competency — understands it quickly
Goals — seeing relevant posts and information
Ages — 18-29
Web Browser Habit — uses Facebook on a daily basis

Persona
Cameron Buchanan is a 24-year-old student at North Carolina State 

University, majoring in Business with an emphasis in Marketing. He 
uses the internet on a daily basis for games, connecting, and learning. 
Throughout the day, he checks Facebook, for the main purpose of 
seeing what his friends are up to, then occasionally through out the 
week, he will share something. 

When he logs in, he spends 90% of his time scrolling through 
“Status Updates”, and just scrolls downward till get he sees a picture 
of something that catches his eye. At that point, he reads what that 
person has to say and moves downward till he sees more material 
he enjoys. He automatically skips suggested posts, and ignores 
everything on the left of the “Status Updates” area. He looks at 
the birthdays and “Event’s”, to know whats going on, as well as the 
“Trending” to get in touch with Actual News. 

Cameron finds it irritating that there is just so much scrolling to 
see information, as well as seeing unwanted content more often than 
updates from friends. He likes being informed about the world around 
him, but not through the method of in which Facebook is now taking. 

He is very familiar with technology. He uses a iPhone, has a 
MacBook Pro, and plays video games. The mixture of this technology 
and using the internet every day gives him the common sense in how 
to operate a lot of user interfaces. He picks up on the interaction 

behaviors rather quickly and understands if something is efficient to. 
If he finds something not easy use, he steers away from it. He isn’t 
the biggest fan of Facebook, but continues to use it because most of 
his friends and family use it.

Time is very important to Cameron, and desires more content 
focused on his individual wants and less on the Corporate world.  
He also wants more visible information about events and trends. 
Efficiency and Simplicity are the emphasis variables here.

Design Persona
Creating the typical user

Cameron Buchanan
“I don’t want to was’t time looking at nonsense. 
I just want too see what my friends are up to, 
the events going on, and news around me.”
Cameron is about to graduate and start is own 
barber shop business.

Age 24
Occupation College Student
Family Married, no children
Income $37,000/year

Favorite Websites

YouTube Feedly Twitter

Technical Profile Really 
comfortable with technology; 
Macbook Pro OS X (4 years); 
25Mbit Internet Connection; 
20-25 hours/week Online.
Internet Use 80% at home; 
social, news, and information.
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Scenario 1
Cameron just finished eating breakfast. He wakes up his Macbook 

Pro, opens Safari, and clicks on the Facebook link in his favorites 
bar. First, he looks at the “World Icon” to see if he has any new 
notifications. Noticing he has none, he instantly looks at the “Status 
Updates” section of the site. He notices a picture that is interesting 
to him, so he reads the content around it. He enjoyed it so he pressed 
the like button. Then he started his journey of scrolling through the 
“News Feed”, continually skipping content with no pictures. He then 
sees something that seems like a post from a friend, because it 
doesn’t have a stock photo, and starts reading. Then gets irritated 
because its a suggested post from a some random company. He 
slightly shakes his head, then continues to scroll. At this point, he 
is awaken to the realization again that Facebook is too focused 
on tricking him, that he scrolls more rapidly while ignoring a lot of 
content till he see another picture of something interesting. Finally 
getting to a post from a friend, he enjoys the picture and the written 
content, that he decides to comment on it. Which is easily done, with 
the “write a comment…” section within that individual post. 

Scenario 2
Cameron is taking a break from school work and decides to see 

what parties or events are happening around him. He navigates to 
Facebook, looks at the top right panel and see that in the “Event’s” 
link, it show that there are 4 events coming up. He clicks it and 
the a window with the 4 events pop up. At that point the declines 
1, maybe’s 2, and joins 1 about a party. He then realizes he has to 
put that event in his calendar, because Facebook doesn’t provide 
reminders, nor strong information/notification about the upcoming 
even. He wished that there was a bigger panel on the right that 
would show that information constantly in his face to remind him. 

He then looks right below the events and looks at the “Trending” 
news. He finds some of the material interesting, clicks “see more”, 
but only 6 more links pop up to trending stories. He then decides to 
find out more news from another sources, so he leaves to site and 
goes to feedly.com where he can find more of what he is looking for. 

Design Scenario’s
Demonstrating 2 typical user bahaviors and interactions

NOTE
From the primary and secondary research I gathered, and considering the users automatic adaption to the system state, as well as the average 

user doing two main tasks; “scrolling” and “liking”, the best route wasn’t concentrating on “Set Tasks” for the user to accomplish, but to determine 
a layout and structure that demonstrated an increase in usability and appeal. Eliminating the frustrations the user has with the current experience, 
being more business focus, and less user focused.
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Sketches
On posted notes, I sketched out multiple iterations of layouts, 

followed by more specific variations of detailed sketches of the 
Navigation Bar and Newsfeed, which then lead to other iterations 
of the webpage layout. The sketches were created with the current 
system state user results in mind. 

User Interview Structure
The posted notes were placed on a blank sheet of paper under their 

appropriate categories. The user was then asked to chose a sketched 
that demonstrated stronger organization and structure. Their input 
was then marked under their selected sketch. Then they were asked 
as to justify the reason behind their selection. 

Then more detailed sketches were created on drawing paper, and a 
new set of users were interviewed and tested in the same manner as 
the Posted Note study. 

Conclusion
Users loved the two column system “timeline” which allows the user 

to see twice as much status updates. They also claimed that the sub 
navigation bar was more logical, as well as having less clutter, than 
having it being set on the left side. 

Design Sketches
Developing quick ideas for potiential solutions
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Wireframes
The wireframes were created in 

Balsamiq, and formulated from the 
conclusions of the sketches. These 
low-fidelity designs gave users the 
ability to see a little more clearly 
the layouts that would increase 
their experience when observing 
Facebook’s “Newsfeed” page. 

User Interview Structure
This was a more of “Thinking Out 

Loud” method of testing. There was 
three participants would sit in front 
of the interface and told me what 
worked and what didn’t. 

Conclusion
All three users ended up telling 

me they liked “Mock 4” the most 
becuase centering the main 
“NewsFeed”, making it more 
balanced. One of the users also 
mentioned how they think it’s 
smart to have the ad’s in relatviely 
the same spot, so as to keeping to 
“similar structures”, becuase it’s 
optized for businesses users as 
well. 

Design Wireframes
Developing quick ideas for potiential solutions

MOCK 1 MOCK 2

MOCK 3 MOCK 4
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High-Fidelity
This hi-fi mock-up was created 

from Apple’s Keynote Presentation 
application. Everything was created with 
that it, except for the four tool bar icons, 
which was provided by surgeworks.
com.8 

Interview Structure
With another set of three participants, 

they where asked  to perform the same 
tasks required in the “System Usability 
Test”. This was achieved by taping an 
area on the screen, as well as “Thinknig 
Out Loud”.  

Conclusion
Each one of them understood the 

interface rapidly and they enjoyed 
the layout and struture more than the 
current system state. 

Design High-Fidelity
Developing detailed mock-ups for more testing & detailed feedback
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High-Fidelity
This hi-fi mock-up was 

created from Apple’s Keynote 
Presentation application. 
Everything was created with 
that it, except for the four 
tool bar icons, which was 
provided by surgeworks.
com.8 

Interview Structure
With another set of three 

participants, they where 
asked  to perform the same 
tasks required in the “System 
Usability Test”. This was 
achieved by taping an area 
on the screen, as well as 
“Thinknig Out Loud”.  

Conclusion
Each one of them 

understood the interface 
rapidly and they enjoyed the 
layout and struture more than 
the current system state.

Design Interactive Mock-Up
Final user testing & development stage
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